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Abstract

In a search for mutations of the type I transforming growth factor />
receptor (TÃŸR-I),we mapped the gene to 9q22 and found a common poly
morphism [TÃŸR-I(6A)]and a rare variant [TÃŸR-I(lOA)]of TÃŸR-I,causing an
in-frame deletion of three alanines and an in-frame insertion of one alanine,
respectively, in the receptor's extracellular domain. The biological relevance

of the polymorphism TÃŸR-I(6A)was investigated. When TÃŸR-I(6A)was
transiently transfected into T/3R-I-deficient cells, the growth-inhibitory ef
fects of transforming growth factor ÃŸwere restored. TÃŸR-I(6A)and TÃŸR-

I(10A) frequency were assessed in 108 tumor samples and 80 nontumor
samples from patients with a diagnosis of cancer, as well as in 118 normal
blood donors of comparable ethnic composition. The frequency of TÃŸR-l(6A)

hÃ©tÃ©rozygoteswas fairly similar in normal blood donors (8%), in nontumor
DNA of patients with a diagnosis of cancer (10%), and in tumor samples
(14%). However, the frequency of TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygotes among nontumor

(4%) and tumor (8%) samples obtained from patients with a diagnosis of
cancer was higher than that predicted by the Hardy-Weinberg law. The
clinical and biological significance of TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygosity needs to be

further investigated.

Introduction

TGF-ÃŸ3is one of the most potent naturally occurring inhibitors of

normal cell proliferation. Effects of TGF-ÃŸ,including inhibition of

cell cycle progression, promotion of terminal differentiation, and
activation of cell death, are observed in epithelial, endothelial, neu
ronal, hematopoietic, and, less frequently, mesenchymal cells (1). The
three TGF-ÃŸisoforms found in mammals, TGF-ÃŸl, TGF-ÃŸ2,and
TGF-ÃŸ3,exert their action by binding to a pair of transmembrane
receptor serine/threonine kinases designated TÃŸR-Iand TÃŸR-II(2, 3).
Mechanisms of TGF-ÃŸreceptor activation and signal propagation to
target genes have been recently elucidated. TGF-ÃŸbinding to TÃŸR-II
allows this receptor to recruit and phosphorylate TÃŸR-I,which, in

turn, phosphorylates the cytoplasmic protein Smad2 or its close ho
mologue, Smad3. Smad2 (or SmadS) then associates with the related
protein Smad4 (also known as deleted in pancreatic carcinoma 4 or
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DPC4) and moves into the nucleus. In the nucleus, Smads activate
transcription in association with sequence-specific DNA-binding pro
teins, such as FAST-1 (2, 3).

Abnormalities in this signaling pathway may predispose to or cause
cancer. This hypothesis was confirmed with the finding that TÃŸR-II,

which maps to 3p22 (4), is inactivated by deletions of repetitive
mononucleotide sequences in a high proportion of gastrointestinal
cancers with inherited or somatically acquired mismatch repair de
fects (5). Other inactivating mutations in TÃŸR-IIhave been described
in T-cell lymphoma (6) and squamous carcinoma (7) cell lines.
Targeting of the TGF-ÃŸpathway in cancer is additionally demon

strated by the identification of inactivating mutations in Smads.
Smad4/DPC4 is located in 18q21. It is mutated or deleted in one-half

of all pancreatic cancers and in a lower proportion of carcinomas of
the colon, esophagus, breast, ovary, lung, and head and neck (8-12).

Smad2 is also located in 18q21 and is inactivated by mutations in
colorectal and head and neck carcinomas (13-15). Thus, three of the
four basic components of the TGF-ÃŸsignal transduction pathway

have features of tumor suppressor genes.
To date, no TÃŸR-Imutations have been described. However, re

duced expression or lack of functional TÃŸR-Ihas been reported in

chronic lymphocytic leukemia and in colon and prostate cancer cell
lines (16-18). Here, we mapped TÃŸR-Ito chromosome 9q22. Several
reports using cytogenetic and molecular analysis have described non-
random 9q22 deletions in AML (19-21). Interstitial deletions affect

ing this area are also described in GCT, acute lymphocytic leukemia,
adenocarcinoma of the breast and small intestine, chronic lymphopro-
liferative disorder, Ewing's sarcoma, and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma

(22). The largest cluster of 9q22 breakpoints reported is in AML (22).
We searched for TÃŸR-Igenetic alterations in 26 bone marrow

samples obtained from AML patients. We did not find any genetic
alterations of the TÃŸR-1-codingregion in two AML patients with 9q22
interstitial deletion and found no TÃŸR-ldeletions in 24 other tumor

samples. However, in 3 of 24 patients, we discovered a new genetic
variant of TÃŸR-I,which we named TÃŸR-I(6A)because it is caused by
the deletion of three alanines from a nine-alanine stretch. TÃŸR-I(6A)
encodes a TGF-ÃŸreceptor, which appears to respond normally to
TGF-ÃŸgrowth-inhibitory effects. Screening of normal blood donors
demonstrated that TÃŸR-I(6A)is a common polymorphism. However,
we observed a higher than expected frequency of TÃŸR-I(6A)homozy

gotes in nontumor DNA samples from patients with a diagnosis of
cancer. Screening of DNA obtained from various tumors revealed a
similar overrepresentation of TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygotes.

Materials and Methods

PAC Probe, Somatic Cell Hybrid, and FISH Analysis. A PCR product
generated from the 7~ÃŸÃ„-/cDNAwith primers PI (5'-AGGCGAGGTTTGCT-
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GGGGT-3') and P16 (5'-TCAGGCAAAGCTGTAGAAT-3') (corresponding

to bp â€”¿�72 to bp 1530 of the TÃŸR-IcDNA sequence) was radiolabeled by

random priming and used for hybridization to screen a PAC genomic library.
We obtained six clones that were positive by PCR. PAC clones 441H17 and
61 PIO, as well as full-length TÃŸR-IcDNA. were used for FISH analysis.

A panel of DNA samples derived from 35 somatic cell hybrids containing
various combinations of human chromosomes against a hamster background
(Bios Laboratories) was subjected to Southern hybridization analysis using as
a probe a 1.60-kb full-length TÃŸR-IcDNA labeled with [a-32P]dCTP.

Probes for FISH analysis were labeled with biotin-l 1-dUTP (Enzo Bio-
chemicals) by nick translation. Digoxigen-labeled a-satellite probe from chro

mosome 7 (Oncor) was used as internal control to determine the copy number
in interphase cells. Metaphase chromosome preparation, in situ hybridization,
and detection of labeled probes were performed using FITC-conjugated avidin

(Oncor) following staining with propidium iodide.
RT-PCR, Mutation Analysis, and DNA Sequencing. Reverse transcrip

tion was performed according to standard techniques using random primers.
Three sets of primers were designed to span the entire TÃŸR-Icoding sequence:
PI and P4 (5'-AGGCGAGGTTTGCTGGGGT-3' and 5'-AGCAATGA-
CAGCTGCCAGTT-3'), P5 and P7 (5'-ATCACCTGGCCTTGGTCCT-3' and
5'-TGGACAGAGCAAGTTTTATCA-3'), and P310 and P16 (5'-ACTGTG-
GAAGGAATGATA-3' and 5'-TCAGGCAAAGCTGTAGAAT-3').

PCR amplification was performed in the presence of 1 /xCi of ['2P]dCTP.

The PCR products were digested by restriction enzymes to yield fragments of
50-250 bp. The samples were run on 6% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels

containing 10% glycerol at room temperature overnight. Dried gels were
autoradiographed.

PCR products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. The bands
were excised, and the DNA was purified using a commercial kit (Qiagen).
Twenty ng were used for cycle sequencing with a fluorescent dye terminator
(Applied Biosystems). The products were analyzed on an Applied Biosystems
model 373A stretch DNA sequencer.

Patient Samples. Mononuclear cells were obtained from bone marrow
aspirates of patients with AML treated either at University of California at Los
Angeles Medical Center or at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center using
standard Ficoll-Paque separation technique. All patient samples were obtained
as part of institutional review board-approved protocols. Total cellular RNA

was prepared using the guanidium acid, phenol, and chloroform method from
18 patients, and cDNA was generated as described above. A peripheral blood
sample was obtained from one AML M3 patient in remission. At this stage of
the disease, there was no evidence of leukemia, and there was no trace of the
promyelocyclic leukemia/retinoic acid receptor a fusion product using a stand
ard PCR assay (23). Samples were also obtained from the patient's two healthy

parents after informed consent. Peripheral blood samples were collected from
blood donors with no history of cancer, from additional AML patients, from
male patients with GCT, and from patients with bladder cancer, after informed
consent, for isolation of genomic DNA by standard methods. Interphase FISH
analysis was performed on two samples from AML patients known to carry
cytogenetic deletion at 9q22 region using 7ÃŸÃ„-/-positivePAC clones. The

ethnic composition of the normal blood donors was 82% Caucasians, 8%
African-Americans, 5% Hispanics, and 5% Asians. The ethnic composition of

the patients with a diagnosis of cancer was 75% Caucasians, 11% African-

Americans, 10% Hispanics, and 4% Asians.
Amplification of Genomic DNA. Amplification of the genomic sequence

containing the GCG repeats was performed with two exonic primers: 5'-
CCACAGGCGGTGGCGGCGGGACCATG-3' (positions -23 to 3) and 5'-
CGCCGCGACGAGGGCCCCCGCTGC-3' (positions 96 to 73). PCR was

carried out in 25-/Â¿lreaction volumes containing 50-100 ng of genomic DNA.
in which one-fifth of one of the primers was end-labeled with [y-3~P]ATP. The

PCR products were run on a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gels containing
10% formamide. AlÃelesizes were assessed based on the sizes of known
controls.

Plasmid Construction. The pCMV5-TÃŸR-I-HA construct encoding hu
man TÃŸR-Iwith a HA epitope tag at its COOH terminus was used to generate
the pCMV5-TÃŸR-I(6A)-HA construct by substituting the //iiidlll-X/iol frag
ment (NH2-terminal fragment) in pCMV5-TÃŸR-I-HA with the corresponding
RT-PCR product from AML patient sample 5B1. The proper alignment of the

construct was verified by sequencing.
Cell Lines and Transient Transfection. R1B/L17 cells were maintained

in MEM (Life Technologies, Inc.), supplemented with 10% PCS and nones-
sential amino acids. pCMV5-TÃŸR-I-HA and pCMV5-TÃŸR-I(6A)-HA cDNAs.
along with a 3TP-lux vector measuring TGF-ÃŸ activity, were transiently
transfected into R1B/L17 cells using the DEAE-dextran method (24. 25). One
day after transfection, cells were treated with TGF-ÃŸl for 20 h. The transfected
cells were lysed at 4Â°Cfor 30 min in TNTE buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4),

150 mm NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.1% Nonidet P-40). Cells were harvested,

and luciferase activity in cell lysates was determined with a luciferase assay kit
(Promega).

Results

TÃŸR-I Maps to Human Chromosome 9q22. Analysis of a so
matic cell hybrid DNA panel with a human TÃŸR-IcDNA probe

showed signals positive for chromosome 9 with 100% concordance
(data not shown). To subregionally localize the TÃŸR-Igene to a

specific region, we used a FISH assay. The ensuing signals were
highly specific and restricted to chromosome 9. Fifty-four metaphases

with hybridization signals were analyzed; all signals were located at
9q22 (Fig. 1).

Analysis of TÃŸR-IMutations in AML. To determine whether one
or both TÃŸR-IalÃelesmight be deleted in AML, FISH analysis was

performed on interphase nuclei from two samples from AML patients
with 9q22 interstitial deletion, using PAC 441H17 DNA as a probe.
No loss of signal was detected in interphase nuclei from either of the
samples (data not shown).

To investigate more thoroughly the possibility of TÃŸR-Ialterations
in AML patients, we performed a RT-PCR SSCP analysis on 18 AML

Fig. 1. Chromosomal localization of TÃŸR-Ito

9q22. FISH of metaphase chromosomes using a
TÃŸR-Iprobe. A, metaphase showing specific sites of

fluorescence hybridization signal (arrowheads,
FISH signals). B, same metaphase showing 4',

6-diamidino-2-phenylindole banding pattern. C, G-

banded ideogram of human chromosome 9 showing
the location of the TÃŸR-Igene on band 9q22.
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.TÃŸR-l(WA)
-TÃŸR-l

-TÃŸR-l(6A)
Fig. 2. Analysis of the TÃŸR-lgene and corre

sponding sequences by SSCP. A, the indicated sam
ples of human genomic DNA were amplified by
PCR using primers that flank the region containing
the GCG repeats. B, structure of TÃŸR-Iand its
allelic variants, TÃŸR-I(6A)and TÃŸR-l(IOA).

B
Signal

sequence
Transmembrane

Domain

Serlne/threonlne kinase domain

14 ...Leu Val Leu Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Lau Leu Pro. .. 30 TÃŸR-I

42 ...CTC OTO CTO QCO QCG OCQ QCO QCG QCG OCG QCQ QCO CTO CTC CCO. .. 119

14 ...LeuVal Leu Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Leu Leu Pro... 27 TÃŸR-I(SA)

42 ...CTC OTO CTO QCO GCG QCO SCO QCQ OCQ CTO CTC CCO. .. 110

14 ...LeuVal Leu Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Ala Leu Leu Pro...31 TÃŸR-I(10A)

42 ...CTC OTO CTO OCQ OCO QCQ OCO QCQ OCO QCQ OCQ OCQ OCO CTO CTC CCO. .. 122

bone marrow samples to search for alterations within the coding
region of TÃŸR-I.Using primers encompassing nucleotide positions
-72 to 393 bp (P1-P4 fragment) of the reported TÃŸR-Isequence (26),

a clear SSCP shift, suggestive of expression of a mutant receptor, was
noted in two samples. No alterations were detected in this region in
the other 16 samples or in any of the 18 samples using primers that
amplify the remainder of TÃŸR-I.

The P1-P4 fragments from both AML patients were amplified and
gel-purified. In both AML samples, sequence analysis of the PCR
product revealed a 9-bp in-frame deletion encompassing TÃŸR-Inu-
cleotides 61-69: TÃŸR-I(6A).TÃŸR-IRT-PCR products from the 16

remaining AML samples were sequenced, and no alterations were
detected. Tumor DNA analysis from the two AML patients showed
that one of them was TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygous and the other was
TÃŸR-I(6A) heterozygous (Fig. 2A). To assess TÃŸR-I(6A) inheritability,
the parents of the TÃŸR-I(6A)heterozygous patient were tested. The
father was TÃŸR-I(6A)heterozygous, and the mother did not have the
mutation. These results show that TÃŸR-I(6A)is not a tumor-specific

mutation but is, instead, inherited.
Functional Assessment of TÃŸR-I(6A). The sequence deleted in

TÃŸR-I(6A)corresponds to three codons within a stretch of nine alanine
codons in TÃŸR-I(Fig. 2B). These nine alanines encompass the pre

dicted boundary between the signal sequence and the rest of the
cytoplasmic region of TÃŸR-I(26). Deletion of the three alanines in
T/3R-I(6A) might alter the biosynthetic processing of the receptor or
its ability to bind ligand in concert with TÃŸR-II,secondarily affecting

its signaling function.
To directly analyze the signaling activity of TÃŸR-I(6A),we tran

siently transfected the cDNA into the receptor-defective cell line,

R-1B/L17. This cell line was derived from MvlLu mink lung epithe
lial cells by chemical mutagenesis (27) and is defective in TÃŸR-Iand
completely insensitive to TGF-ÃŸltranscriptional and antiproliferative
responses (24, 28). R-1B/L17 cells regain responsiveness to TGF-ÃŸl
upon transfection with wild-type TÃŸR-IcDNA. (25), thus providing an

ideal system to analyze the signaling activity of this receptor and its
mutant forms (28). As readout, we used the TGF-ÃŸreporter construct
3TP-lux, which expresses luciferase under the control of three TPA

response elements and a segment of the plasminogen activator inhib
itor-1 promoter (29). To facilitate the quantitation of transfected
receptor, the TÃŸR-Iand TÃŸR-I(6A)constructs both encoded an influ

enza virus HA epitope at the COOH terminus of the receptor.
This epitope does not alter the signaling activity of TÃŸR-I(30).

Similar levels of TÃŸR-1-HAand TÃŸR-I(6A)-HA were expressed in

R1B/L17 cells when they were transfected with 500 ng/ml either
vector, as determined by immunoblotting using an anti-HA antibody

(Fig. 3/1). Experiments were carried out within a preestablished linear
range of the amount of vector DNA versus the extent of TGF-ÃŸ

response. The two sets of transfected cells had a similar sensitivity to
various TGF-ÃŸl concentrations, as determined using the 3TP-lux
reporter (Fig. 3ÃŸ).We often observed a TGF-ÃŸresponse mediated by
TÃŸR-I(6A)-HAthan that was slightly higher than that of TÃŸR-I-HAin

our assay. Whether this difference would be apparent in vivo is
uncertain. R-1B/L17 cells are highly transfectable, allowing analysis
of TGF-ÃŸgrowth-inhibitory effects in transient transfection assays
(29). In such growth inhibition assays, TÃŸR-I(6A)-HA was as effec
tive as TÃŸR-I-HA in mediating TGF-ÃŸgrowth inhibition response
(data not shown). We also tested the signaling function of TÃŸR-I(6A)
in response to the other TGF-ÃŸisoforms, TGF-ÃŸ2and TGF-ÃŸ3.When
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Fig. 3. Signaling activity of T/3R-K6A). A. expression of TÃŸR-lin R1B/L17 cells: 500
ng/ml empty vector or vector encoding TÃŸR-1-HAor TÃŸR-I(6A)-HA was transiently
transfected into R1B/L17 cells. Samples of total cell lysales were resolved by SDS-PAGE
and subjected to Western immunoblotting using anti-HA antibody. B. transcription acti
vation by TGF-/31 in R1B/L17 cells transfected with TÃŸR-1-HAor TÃŸR-I(6A)-HAcDNAs.
Transfected cells were treated with the indicated concentration of TGF-ÃŸl for 20 h and
then subjected to luciferase assay. C. response to different TGF-ÃŸisoforms in R1B/LI7
cells. Transiently transfected cells were treated with 100 pM of TGF-ÃŸ2or 100 pin
TGF-ÃŸ3.Luciferase assay was performed 20 h later.

determined using the 3TP-lux assay in R1B/L17 cells, a similar
induction of luciferase activity by TGF-ÃŸ2and TGF-/33 was noted for
cells transfected with either TÃŸR-I(6A)-HA or TÃŸR-1-HA(Fig. 3C).
Thus, TÃŸR-I(6A) was as effective as TÃŸR-Iin restoring TGF-ÃŸ
response in R-1B/L17 cells.

Analysis of T0R-K6A) in Blood Donors and in Patients with
GCT, Colon Cancer, and Bladder Cancer. To estimate the fre
quency of the TÃŸR-I(6A)alÃelein the general population, we analyzed

118 genomic DNA samples from blood donors without a history of
cancer. Ten of them were heterozygous (Table 1), indicating that
TÃŸR-I(6A) is a common allelic variant in the normal population with
an allelic frequency of 0.0424, which, according to the Hardy-Wein-
berg law, predicts a frequency of TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygotes of 0.0018.
The frequency of TÃŸR-I(6A)was investigated in populations of pa

tients with other malignancies. Genomic DNA samples were obtained
from the peripheral blood of patients with a diagnosis of GCT (an
other tumor type with known breakpoints at 9q22). We found two
TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygotes and three TÃŸR-l(6A) hÃ©tÃ©rozygotes(Table 1).

Forty samples of DNA extracted from the peripheral blood of patients
with colon cancer were amplified. There were five TÃŸR-l(6A)hÃ©t
Ã©rozygotesand one TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygote (Table 1). Also, a new
mutant with a higher molecular weight than TÃŸR-I(6A)was detected

(Fig. 2A). Subcloning of the PCR fragment, followed by sequencing,
revealed a GCG repeat insertion, resulting in the addition of one
alanine (Fig. 2B). This second rare mutant form is referred to TÃŸR-

We also obtained genomic DNA from 18 GCT cell lines derived
from different patients with GCT and found two homozygotes and
two hÃ©tÃ©rozygotes(Table 2). Six additional AML genomic DNAs
were assessed and revealed the presence of one additional TÃŸR-I(6A)

hÃ©tÃ©rozygote(Table 2). For four patients with GCT and one patient
with AML, both cell line tumor and nontumor DNA were available.
Three patients were wild-type TÃŸR-Ihomozygotes and two TÃŸR-I(6A)

hÃ©tÃ©rozygotesfor both tumor and nontumor DNA, confirming the
earlier finding that TÃŸR-l(6A)is a polymorphism and not a tumor-
specific mutation. We found 11 TÃŸR-I(6A)hÃ©tÃ©rozygotesand 6 TÃŸR-

I(6A) homozygotes among 66 bladder cancer genomic DNA samples.
TÃŸR-I(6A) hÃ©tÃ©rozygotesand homozygotes were found in each ethnic
group. The only TÃŸR-I(IOA)carrier was African-American.

Discussion

We mapped TÃŸR-lto human chromosome 9q22 based on hybrid
ization signals of TÃŸR-IcDNA and PAC probes on a banded pattern
of 4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole staining. A previous assignment of

TÃŸR-Ito 9q33-q34 (31) was based on relative length of chromosome

9, which is subject to variation in size and differential chromatin

Table l TÃŸR-Ianalysis of nontumor DNA

Incidence of TÃŸR-l(6A)hÃ©tÃ©rozygotesand homozygotes among healthy blood donors

with no history of cancer and among patients with GCTs or colon cancer. The frequency
of the various phenotypes is expressed in %.

Samples from
nontumorDNANormal

blood donors
GCT
Colon cancer
All cancersH'ÃAvf"108

35
33
68wt/TÃŸR-

I(6A)10(8%)

3(8%)
5(13%)
8(10%)TÃŸR-I(lOA)/

TÃŸR-I(6A)0

01(3%)

1(1%)TÃŸR-I(6A)/

TÃŸR-I(6A)02(5%)

1(3%)
3(4%)

" Â»'/,wild-type TÃŸR-l.

Table 2 TÃŸR-Ianalysis of tumor DNA

Incidence of TÃŸR-lf6A)hÃ©tÃ©rozygotesand homozygotes among tumor samples from
patients with AML, bladder cancer, or GCTs.

Samples from
tumorDNAAML

GCT
Bladder cancer
All cancersH'tAri"21

14
49
84wt/TÃŸR-

I(6A)2(8%)

2(11%)
11 (17%)
15(14%)TÃŸR-I(6A)/

TÃŸR-I(6A)1(4%)

2(11%)
6(9%)
9(8%)

" H'Ã,wild-type TÃŸR-I.
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condensation. The present subregional mapping of TÃŸR-Ito 9q22

based on banding pattern represents a more accurate assignment. This
map position was of interest because 9q22 is a chromosomal region
with frequent somatically acquired deletions in AML, GCT, and other
malignancies (22). Yet, no deletions of TÃŸR-Ioccurred in two patients

with AML and 9q22 deletions, suggesting that this may not be the
gene targeted by these deletions. Also, no somatically acquired TÃŸR-I

mutations occurred in 18 AMLs examined, arguing against a role of
TÃŸR-Ias a tumor suppressor gene in AML.

In the course of these studies, we found an inherited TÃŸR-Iin-frame

deletion in three patients with AML. This deletion involves the loss of
three of nine GCG repeats present in TÃŸR-I.yielding a mutant alÃele
designated TÃŸR-I(6A).Nucleotide repeats anomalies are a hallmark
inactivation of TÃŸR-IIinactivation in colorectal carcinomas with

replication error repair defects (5). Microsatellite instability is also an
early genetic event in the myelodysplastic syndrome, the forerunner of
many forms of AML, but is not associated with TÃŸR-IImutations in

this disease (32). Although it was appealing to hypothesize that a
mechanism analogous to the one described in colorectal cancer might
inactivate TÃŸR-Iin AML, we found that the TÃŸR-l(6A)alÃelewas not

restricted to the leukemic cells of these patients. In fact, examination
of a normal blood donor group revealed that TÃŸR-I(6A)is an alÃele

present at polymorphic frequency (8%) in the general population.
Additionally, four patients with a diagnosis of cancer had the same
germ-line and tumor genotype, three wild-type TÃŸR-Iand one wild-
type TÃŸR-I(6A)hÃ©tÃ©rozygotes.

The nine GCG repeats in wild-type TÃŸR-Iencode a stretch of nine

alanines encompassing the predicted boundary between the signal
sequence and the mature extracellular domain of the receptor. The
absence of three of these alanines in TÃŸR-I(6A)might alter the

biosynthesis of the receptor, the rate of receptor transport to the cell
surface or the interaction with ligand. However, in cell culture assays,
TÃŸR-I(6A) behaves functionally in a very similar way to TÃŸR-I.Both
receptor forms were effective at restoring antimitogenic and transcrip-
tional responses to TGF-ÃŸwhen transfected into a receptor-defective
cell line. In some of these experiments, TÃŸR-l(6A)appeared to be
somewhat more active than TÃŸR-I.Although these assays do not rule
out subtle differences in TÃŸR-Ifunction in vivo, they do not suggest
that TÃŸR-I(6A)has a markedly diminished ability to mediate TGF-ÃŸ

signals.
This notwithstanding, we found an unexpectedly high frequency of

TÃŸR-I(6A) homozygotes among patients with cancer, which did not
follow the Hardy-Weinberg law. The predicted frequency of homozy

gotes in the normal population is 0.18%, and we found 8 and 4%
TÃŸR-l(6A) homozygotes among tumor DNA samples and nontumor

DNA from patients with a diagnosis of cancer, respectively. Even
though the two groups are not directly comparable, the frequency of
TÃŸR-I(6A) hÃ©tÃ©rozygotesand homozygotes appears to be similar

among tumor DNA and nontumor DNA obtained from patients with
either colon cancer or GCT. Additionally, in five patients with either
GCT or AML, tumor and nontumor TÃŸR-Igenotypes were identical.

The number of TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygotes encountered in these stud

ies is too small to ascertain its statistical significance. However, the
conspicuous deviation of this number from the Hardy-Weinberg law
raises the possibility of a role for TÃŸR-I(6A)in the development of

various forms of cancer. This role could not be explained by an overt
deficiency in TGF-ÃŸsignaling. However, subtle differences in the

activity of the two alÃelesthat are compatible with normal develop
ment but might, over time, affect the proliferative behavior of cells in
vivo cannot be excluded.

In conclusion, TÃŸR-Idoes not have features of a tumor suppressor

gene in the malignancies studied here. Nonetheless, the data gathered
in this study suggests that the TÃŸR-I(6A)homozygous genotype may

be more frequently encountered among patients with a diagnosis of
cancer than among normal blood donors. These results warrant addi
tional studies of the frequency of TÃŸR-I(6A)in larger series of patients

with AML, bladder cancer, and GCT with matched controls, as well
as an analysis of the phenotypic differences between the two receptor
alÃeles,are warranted. Although there was no clustering of the TÃŸR-

7(6/4) alÃelewithin one or several ethnic groups, further studies of the
polymorphic frequency within isolated ethnic groups is also warranted
to exclude possible founder effect. Finally, the biological significance
and the pattern of inheritance of the rare TÃŸR-I<IOA)alÃeledeserve

further investigation.
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